Speaker Excellence Awards – 2011 Annual Meeting and Exposition

Gold Medal Sessions

Randall Munson
- How to Deliver a GREAT Technical Presentation!
- Success through INNOVATION and CREATIVITY!

Robert Tipton
- JUMP! - Keep Your Career's Competitive Edge through Innovative Change

Silver Medal Sessions

Aaron Bartell
- Is That a Droid in Your Pocket or Are You Just Happy To See Me?

Larry Bolhuis
- Advanced Interactive Work Management

Wayne Bowers
- What an Administrator Needs to Know about IBM i Access for Web: Restricting Access and Other Security Considerations

Alison Butterill
- Embedding SQL into Application Programs

Michael Cain
- The Science & the Art of Query Optimization

Richard Dolewski
- Disaster Recovery Primer – Ready, Set, Plan

Pete Massiello
- What You Need to Know and Understand to Do Successful IBM i Upgrades 6.1.1 & 7.1

Tom McKinley
- The Science & the Art of Query Optimization

Randall Munson
- Magic of SELLING Technology!
- The Serious Business of HUMOR!
- Your Webinar SUCKS!

Jim Oberholtzer
- Advanced Interactive Work Management

Steve Will
- Why i?
Bronze Medal Sessions

Larry Bolhuis
- LPAR Configuration Issues and Planning
- Managing System i PTFs

Wayne Bowers
- Get to the Web Fast with IBM i Access for Web: Including 5250 Browser Access

Alison Butterill
- DB2 for IBM i Advanced Functionality Sampler

Jeff Carey
- The VIPA Zone: Virtualize Your IP Addresses for Uptime

Richard Dolewski
- DR Confessions – The Movie

Marc Doyon
- Mobile Computing & Bar Coding Technology

Kim Greene
- Making Domino Administration a Snap

Charles Guarino
- From STRDBG to the RDP Debugger
- From STRSDA and STRRLU to RDP
- Web Services for Everyday RPG Consumption

Scott Klement
- RPG User Defined Functions & Table Functions

Pete Massiello
- HMC, IBM i, FSP, Firmware: I Really Need to Understand All This

Tom McKinley
- Introduction to the Query Optimizer and Database Engine for DB2 for IBM i

Kevin Mort
- LPAR Configuration Issues and Planning

Mark Olson
- Flash – Solid State Drives Aren't the Future – They're the Present
- POWER7 Servers: Models 710/720/730/740 – Deep Dive

Mike Pavlak
- Introduction to OO-PHP Fundamentals
- PHP Arrays for the RPG Programmer
Debbie Saugen
- What's New with Backup Recovery – Including Virtual Tape and Encryption!

Alan Seiden
- PHP Batch Jobs

Robin Tatam
- Configuring and Using IBM i Auditing Features

Larry Youngren
- 7.1: Putting Your Journal on a Diet to Save Space and Overhead
- 7.1: Remote Journal for HA Just Keeps Getting Better

Best New Speaker

Kevin Schroeder
- PHP and Web-Based Security

Best New Session

Robert Tipton
- JUMP! - Keep Your Career's Competitive Edge through Innovative Change

Best Lab

Larry Youngren, Chuck Stupca, and Chad Olstad
- OPEN LAB: End-to-End Replication Recovery on a Shoestring

Best IT Executive Conference Session

Francois Gossieaux
- The Hyper Social Organization, Eclipse Your Competition by Leveraging Social Media